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NFL DRAFT 2017 SCOUTING REPORT: WR COREY 

DAVIS, W. MICHIGAN 

*WR-B stands for “Big-WR,” a classification we use to separate the more physical, 
downfield/over-the-top, heavy-red-zone-threat type WRs. Our WR-S/”Small-WRs” 
are profiled by our computer more as slot and/or possession type WRs who are less 
typically physical, and rely more on speed/agility to operate underneath the defense 
and/or use big speed to get open deep…they are not used as weapons in the red 
zone as much. 

  

When it comes to scouting Corey Davis, the scouts and the analysts are pretty 
much on their own to classify and categorize him based on their eyes. Davis hurt his 
shoulder and had to skip the Senior Bowl. After that, Davis injured ankle ligaments, 
which required surgery, and thus he missed the NFL Combine and did not participate 
at the Western Michigan Pro Day. No one is likely to have credible athleticism 
measurables to analyze Corey Davis properly. We’re all on our own. 

If I had to fill in the blanks, I would say that Davis is probably a 4.50 40-time 
runner, give or take. His three-cone is probably just under the 7.00 mark. In 
general, I don’t believe there would be anything about his athleticism numbers that 
would begin to turn people off nor would he put up any numbers that would make 
people’s eyes pop out of their heads. I think he’s what everyone thinks he is – an 
above-average runner with above-average agility. 

If you assume the athleticism numbers are right/good, does that mean he really is 
the top wide receiver prospect in this draft class? I don’t think that could be ruled 
out. When I watch him on tape, I like what I see. I often say he reminds me of a 
tall Antonio Brown. He runs nice routes. He’s not afraid to go over the middle, but 
he doesn’t prefer it. He has very good hands. What I love the most is that there’s 
just an X factor, a confidence level that he’s going to beat his defender and make the 
catch – the quarterback relies upon the fact that Davis can bail him out, because he 
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can and will most times. I don’t see any real flaws in Davis’s game or translation to 
the pros. 

The only flaw in his draft stock, I would say, is that he may not be as good as 
advertised. Not that he’s not good, but his draft stock is ahead of his reality. Seems 
to me that football analysts decided it was a battle between Clemson’s Mike 
Williams and Corey Davis as the best wide receiver in this draft class. As Mike 
Williams started getting exposed as more like Laquon Treadwell, then by process 
of elimination – Davis has kind of become the analysts’ top guy. It’s a shaky #1 for 
analysts because they haven’t seen Davis work out at the Combine or Pro Day. 
Analysts are hedging their bets but starting to lean towards Davis as #1 overall 
among wide receivers. 

I don’t rule out that Davis truly is the top guy, but I can’t be sure because I can only 
use the eye test and some frame-by-frame crude analysis on his measurables. 
However, if I assume the measurables are solid, I sit and look at Davis versus Zay 
Jones and wonder why people don’t assume Zay Jones is the better receiver/top 
guy in this draft. They’re both roughly about the same size, but Jones was even 
more productive than Davis…and is probably the better athlete from what we see 
from the NFL Combine. I know what I’m getting with Zay Jones because I’ve seen 
him at the Senior Bowl and have his numbers from the NFL Combine. I don’t know 
what I’m getting with Davis, so if I place them at about the same 
ability/talent/valuation… Why would I not take the ‘known’ talent in Zay 
Jones over Corey Davis? 

Watching Corey Davis on tape against Ohio State (2015) or in his bowl against 
Wisconsin last season, I was never in awe of what I was seeing. I saw him smack 
around MAC defenders in various games, and he was just solid/held his own against 
Big Ten foes when he faced them. 

I don’t think a team will go wrong drafting Corey Davis. I just don’t know that it’s a 
given that he’s so much better than Zay Jones or maybe even Chris Godwin/Penn 
State. I don’t rule out Davis being better than all of them, but I don’t think it’s a 
slam dunk ‘given’. I’m pro-Corey Davis – he’s definitely an NFL starter and possible 
star in the right situation. I just don’t believe he’s a hands-down top 15 overall 
prospect. You could pass on Davis and take Jones several picks or even a round 
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later. Corey Davis is shaping up as a good/great football talent and a possible 
overvalued draft valuation. 

  

Corey Davis, through the lens of our “Big WR” Scouting Algorithm 
Davis faced five Big Ten teams in the past two seasons, and he averaged 6.6 catches 
for 85.8 yards and 0.4 TDs per game. One 154-yard game (vs. Michigan State 2015) 
and 70.5 yards per game in the other four contests. He was solid in all Big Ten 
games…not a star but he also had the inferior team all around in most all cases 
(went 2–3 in those 5 games). 

Scored two or more TDs in a game 8 times in his last 19 games. 26 TDs total in 
those 19 games. 

Had three or fewer catches in a game just 5 times in 50 career games. 

  

NFL Combine data… 

6′2.6″/209, 33.0″ arms, 9.1″ hands 

DNP all the other events at the Combine and Pro Day. 

  

Corey Davis’s college stats on CFB Reference: http://www.sports-
reference.com/cfb/players/corey-davis-3.html 

   

The NFL “Big WR” Corey Davis most compares with statistically in college, within our 
system: 

I don’t normally have other prospects from the same class in the comparison but I 
thought it appropriate here. At the end of the day, when I look at – I have to read 
the data and say Zay Jones or Cooper Kupp are better prospects than Corey 
Davis…worst case, they’re all close and Jones-Kupp are undervalued/a bargain 
compared to Davis. 

Corey Davis as a version of DeVante Parker in the pros wouldn’t shock me at all. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/corey-davis-3.html
http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/corey-davis-3.html
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Table 406 
  

 
 
  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr Last First College H H Weight 

Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

8.035 2017 Davis Corey W. Michigan 6 2.6 209 5.12 6.54 9.36 

9.184 2015 Parker Devante Louisville 6 2.5 209 5.37 7.93 9.11 

9.419 2016 Doctson Josh TCU 6 2.0 202 3.49 7.79 10.90 

7.924 2013 Allen Keenan Cal 6 2.0 206 4.20 5.17 11.63 

9.966 2017 Jones Zay East Carolina 6 2.1 201 8.53 10.54 10.55 

6.119 2015 Harris John Texas 6 2.3 213 7.17 4.20 7.74 

8.991 2017 Kupp Cooper E. 
Washington 

6 1.5 204 7.86 6.32 12.26 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home


*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Big-WR prospect more seriously. A 
score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of a Big-WR going on to 
become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system 
and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Big-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or 
above a 10.0 in certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, 
including refinement for the strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical 
measurement metrics, rated historically in our database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size 
profiling, bench press strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, 
better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, 
physical size, mixed with some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here 
project to have a better YAC and show characteristics to be used as deep 
threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in 
college, considering the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data 
considers some physical profiling for hand size, etc. High scorers here have a better 
track record of college statistical performance, and overall this projects the 
combination of performance and physical data for the next level.  

  

2017 NFL Draft outlook… 
Analysts have put themselves in the corner of sticking by Corey Davis as a top 15–
20 pick. I think there are enough NFL teams that get suckered by the media and 
follow the herd that one will take Davis highly. They would be too afraid to either 
take Zay Jones as early or not savvy enough to wait on Zay Jones. The easier 
thing to do for an NFL team desperate for a front line WR is to do the obvious and 
grab Corey Davis. It might work out too. It’s just not something I would do. Davis 
is definitely going first round, but I’ll bet it’s a little later than draft analysts think, 
like around number 20–30. 

NFL outlook: I think Corey Davis is a solid ‘B’ to ‘B+’ talent. He could be kinda like 
a Davante Adams the year he came out. You put Adams on Jacksonville and we 
would barely even know/care who he is. You put Adams with the great Aaron 
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Rodgers and maybe he challenges for leading the league in touchdowns (like Adams 
last year). Davis will be more dependent upon his QB than helping ‘make’ his QB, I 
think…but with a margin of error in my thought process because of the missing 
measurables. 
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